ONENESS 101: 29 – Execute your Healing Power
In the remaining 3 days of our solar month of power, June 18-20, we complete, demonstrate
and execute our spiritual power through our 4 lower bodies: mental, emotional, astral and
physical. The 4th horse of the Apocalypse in Revelation 6:8 represents this foursquare
foundation and functioning of I Am power on Earth. 4 is for materialization and manifestation.
Remember, the 4th horse is ridden by one called Death, who has the power to decrystallize and
destroy with the sword of truth (speaking the word), with famine (starving it to death), and with
wild beasts. Beasts represent the untamed and undisciplined use, misuse and abuse of power
on the third dimension, in and through the physical body (Libya’s Khadafy and Syria’s Assad).
When we ride a horse, we are to become one with it – this is Oneness 101. In other words, we
become one with our I Am power. Via our executive faculty, the power of will, we then dictate to
and direct the horse to stay still, to walk, to prance, to run or to gallop. At no time as we ride, do
we allow it to run wild as a so-called wild beast. One with the horse, we remain the master of it,
not dominating or enslaving or punishing it, but rather lovingly, wisely and firmly guiding it.
With the pouring out of Holy Power with Pentecost, our 4 lower bodies fill to the brim with Spirit’s
energy. Then we see just how masterful we are, how much dominion we truly have in I Am
consciousness of our 4 lower bodies. We have the power to uplift each of them to a new and
higher degree of spiritual expression. If any of the 4 lower bodies have remaining weaknesses,
however, these tend to get exposed. When this happens, we may feel and act like a wild beast.
Thus, we may receive new inspiration, guidance and power to do some higher thing, to perform
some greater healing of ourselves or others. In time, however, the temptation may come to
extend and overuse this power to some degree. Rather than take things slowly, one step at a
time, we may get all caught up in the heat of the moment, overextend ourselves and go off on a
creative binge or tangent – to gallop out of control. So, steady as she goes. Go with the flow. Be
careful, cautious, compassionate and considerate. Stop at the right time. Rest when necessary.
Maybe we help someone, rightly using our counseling power or our talent to assist with some
project. This begins in balanced fashion, lovingly and wisely. At some point, however, we get
tested to see if we will overstep our bounds, to go where angels fear to tread, to go from
counseling to telling someone what to do. Other times, we may allow someone else who seems
to be our mentor or teacher to have power over us, to make our decisions for us, to overtly or
subtly control us. Such a person is not our teacher, but truly is our enemy (a wild beast).
Always remember that the real master of power directs others to their own I Am Self, to the still
small voice within them. Power is not to be used as a weapon to have control over others,
mentally, emotionally, soul-wise or physically. Rather, rightly demonstrated and manifested,
power is a handmaiden that serves, uplifts, empowers and heals others. We have no real power
to change others; but via oneness, when we are uplifted in I Am power, all are lifted unto us.
Be one with your I Am power. Keep your head in the clouds, your heart open, and your feet
firmly on the ground. Be one with God power in each other child of God. Be healed!
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